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Abstract 
Patent is example of how the government creates an agricultural monopoly to serve the public interest. Patent law leads to higher 
prices than would occur under competition. But by allowing these agricultural monopoly producers to charge higher prices and 
earn higher profits, the patent laws also encourage research by these agricultural monopoly firms. Agricultural monopoly has the 
ability to influence the market price. Except an agricultural monopolist’s choice of price and output, there are other decisions an 
agricultural monopolist must make. One of the most important is how much to invest in new information and communication 
technology. Agricultural monopoly will invest in a new information and communication technology whenever doing so lowers its 
costs. The basic aim of this paper is to construct a relatively simple chaotic growth model of the agricultural government-created 
monopoly price that is capable of generating stable equilibria, cycles, or chaos. Incentives to invest in a new information and 
communication technology  are included in model. 
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1. Introduction 
Chaos theory started with Lorenz's [14] discovery of complex dynamics arising from three nonlinear differential 
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equations leading to turbulence in the weather system. Li and Yorke [13] discovered that the simple logistic curve  
can exibit very complex behaviour. Further, May [16] described chaos in population biology. Chaos theory has been 
applied in economics by Benhabib and Day [1, 2], Day [4, 5, 6], Grandmont [8], Goodwin [7], Medio [17], Lorenz 
[15], Jablanovic [9, 10, 11, 12], among many others.The basic aim of this paper is to provide a relatively simple 
chaotic growth model of the agricultural government- created monopoly's price that is capable of generating stable 
equilibria, cycles, or chaos. Incentives to invest in a new information and communication technology  are included 
in model. 
2. A Simple Chaotic Agricultural Monopoly Price Growth Model 
In the model of a profit-maximizing agricultural monopoly, take the inverse demand function 
 
Pt= n – m Qt              n > 0,       m > 0                                                        (1)      
 
Where: P- agricultural monopoly price; Q – agricultural monopoly output; n, m – coefficients of the inverse 
demand function. Agricultural government-created monopoly will invest in a new information and communication 
technology whenever doing so lowers its costs. With investement in a new information and communication 
technology, the firm's marginal cost curve falls to:  
 
MCt = a (1-d) + b (1-d) Q t + c (1-d)Q t2              a< 0  ,  b < 0 ,  0 < c < 1,  0 < d <1                                                 (2) 
 
Where:  MC – marginal cost; Q – agricultural monopoly output ; a, b, c – coefficients of the quadratic marginal-
cost function, d- the coefficent which explain effect of the investment in research and development activities on the 
monopolist's marginal cost curve.  
But because the agricultural monopoly firm faces a downward-sloping demand curve , producing and selling this 
extra unit also results in a small drop in price (  P /  Q), which reduces the revenue from all units sold (i.e., a 
















                                                                                     
 (3) 
Where: MR – marginal revenue;  R – total revenue, P – agricultural monopoly price; Q – agricultural output . 
 







                                                                                                                               
 (4)       
 
Where: MR – marginal revenue; P – agricultural monopoly price; e – the coefficient of the price elasticity of 
demand. Agricultural monopoly maximizes profit by producing the quantity at which marginal revenue equals 
marginal cost (MRt = MCt). Further, it is supposed that: 
 
MRt+1 = MRt +  MR =MRt +  MRt+10 < < 1                                                                                                      (5)      
 
where  – the coefficient of the marginal revenue growthFirstly, it is supposed  that a = 0 and n = 0 .   
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Further, it is assumed that the agricultural monopoly price  is restricted by its maximal value in its time series. 
This premise requires a modification of the growth law. Now, the agricultrual monopoly price growth rate depends 
on the current size of the agricultural monopoly price, P, relative to its maximal size in its time series Pm. We 
introduce p as p = P / Pm. Thus p range between 0 and 1. Again we index p by t, i.e., write pt to refer to the size at 
time steps t = 0,1,2,3,... Now , growth rate of the agricultural monopoly price  is measured as 
 
 




This model given by equation (7) is called the logistic model. For most choices of b, c, d, m, , and e there is no 
explicit solution for (7). Namely, knowing b, c, d, m, , and e and measuring p0 would not suffice to predict pt for 
any point in time, as was previously possible. This is at the heart of the presence of chaos in deterministic feedback 
processes. Lorenz [14] discovered this effect - the lack of predictability in deterministic systems. Sensitive 
dependence on initial conditions is one of the central ingredients of what is called deterministic chaos. 
3. The Logistic Equation 
The logistic map is often cited as an example of how complex, chaotic behavior can arise from very simple non-
linear dynamical equations. The logistic model was originally introduced as a demographic model by Pierre 
François Verhulst. It is possible to show that iteration process for the logistic equation 
z t+1 =   z t ( 1 - z  t )  ,   0 ,4 ]        ,      z t  0 ,1 ]                                                                                            (8) 
is equivalent to the iteration of growth model (7) when we use the following  identification: 
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Thus we have that iterating (7) is really the same as iterating (8) using  (9) .It is important because the dynamic 
properties of the logistic equation (8) have been widely analyzed  (Li and Yorke [13] , May [16] ).It is obtained that 
:(i) For parameter values 0  1 all solutions will converge to z = 0;(ii) For 1  3,57 there exist fixed points the 
number of which depends on ;(iii) For 1  2 all solutions monotnically increase to z = (  - 1 ) / ;(iv) For 2  
3 fluctuations will converge to z = (  - 1 ) / ;(v) For 3  4 all solutions will continously fluctuate;(vi) For 3,57 
 4 the solution become "chaotic" wihch means that there exist totally aperiodic solution or periodic solutions 
with a very large, complicated period.  
4. Conclusion 
Patents have helped agricultural firms develop new technologies. However, patents create a tradeoff between 
creating incentives for research and development in agriculture and the inefficiency of the agricultural monopoly.A 
key hypothesis of this work is based on the idea that the coefficient  (9) plays a crucial role in explaining local 
stability of the agricultural monopoly price where: b – the coefficient of the marginal cost function of the 
agricultural monopoly firm, m - the coefficient of the inverse demand function, e - the coefficient of the price 
elasticity of agricultural monopoly's demand, d - the coefficent which explain effect of the investment in new 
information and communication technology on the agricultural monopolist's marginal cost curve,  – the coefficient 
of the marginal revenue growth. 
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